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Kill indicator :
When the player deals the killing blow to an opponent, the Kill indicator
ﬂashes up, shattering the Hit indicator . The Kill indicator is layered
behind the Hit Indicator, and is always shown, even when aiming down
sights, or scoped in. ( could look like a broken robot face, or
cracked skull?)

Hit indicator :
When the player hits another player
with a bullet a red X replaces the center
dot of the player’s reticles.
Consecutive hits layer the same “X”
animation over the center of the screen.
Hit indicators should be shown even
when aiming down sights, or scoped in.

In additon to the Kill indicator, when the player kills an enemy, or an
enemy that they have dealt damage to dies within 5 seconds of that
damaging event; an elimination message will pop up above the reticle
with the words “Eliminated [PlayerName]”
Headshots or one-shot kills append the word “One-Shot” below
the Elimination message.

Damage Direction Indicator (DDI)
Distance between center dot and ring is relative
to the accuracy / spread of the weapon.

Dot : disappears when ﬁring.
>When not ﬁring, Dot will turn red if reticle is over an enemy,
explosive barrel, or other destructable object.
>Dot Changes to a Hand Icon if able to pick up (E) equipment.

Diﬀerent Ring Styles:
Each Ring informs the player of the current barrel of the gun.
Examples given (Left to right) No Barrel, Sniper, Assault
Opacity :
During Normal Conditions the reticle appears at 80% Opaque.
The Center Dot turns to 100% opaque under the same conditions that make it turn red.
When the Player is reloading or out of ammo, The reticle appears at 50% opacity.

DDI Breakdown:
Length of spike relative
to how far bullet traveled
Rotates around Center Dot
to point in the direction the
shot was ﬁred from

Multiple DDI’s can overlay
atop one another.
Each DDI rotates to angle
towards its own “ﬁring direction”

time

The amount of time DDI’s remain visible on screen
is relative to how much damage the shot did.

